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editorial
Coach Certifications:
What Do They Mean?
Wow, this is the beginning of
our nineteenth year and you know
what that means . . . next year will
be our twentieth! (I already have a
cover illustration in mind for 20-1.)
On a personal note, I am going to
mention that I have given up my
Level 4 USA Archery coaching
certificate. Basically I am conflicted with how coaching certifications are handled in this country.
At the most basic level a coaching
certificate indicates a certain level
of training. Above that one would
like to have, well, something.
Currently there is nothing.
Recently USA Archery has
required an on-line training in
child-abuse prevention (SafeSport)
which was in my case a refresher as
I was a mandated reporter in
California and I have had many
such trainings. This was, though, a
requirement of the U.S. Olympic
Committee of all of the Olympic
sport NGOs, not a USA Archery
program. There have been no
other such additional trainings, no
“continuing education requirement,” in fact, there has been no
nothing. There are no newsletters
for coaches, no standards of professional deportment for coaches
to sign onto, no blogs, no discounted books, no coaching gear,
no regional conferences, etc. As I
said, no nothing.
So, if all a coach certification
establishes is a basic level of train-

ing, why is anything else required?
Isn’t this situation just like school;
when you have taken and passed
say Algebra 1, that’s it? So, like
school are we just saying coaches
have passed a course? There is
nothing else? Many states require
hair stylists to get certified and
then have to do a substantial number of continuing education hours
before they can be recertified (and
no certification, no legal work)—
hairstylists!
I continue to urge anyone who
wants to teach archery to others to
become certified, but surely we can
do better than this. A good start in
figring out how is to find out why
coaches get certified in the first
place, at every level, and then to
ask them what their needs are. We
could learn a lot about designing a
coach support system that way.
Some very simple things could be
done to support coaches. I got
tired of asking, so I started a
coaching blog (https://archerycoach.wordpress.com). In 2014 I
got views in 121 countries and now
average over 100 views per day.
Don’t the archery organizations
have the resources and the expertise to share with coaches in such a
manner? Would this not contribute to the elevation of their
coaches skills and consequently the
archers in their systems? The need
has been established and has been
there for a very long time. Let’s
make our certification systems real

systems and not just series of
courses one can take.
As we strive to do, we have a new
author to introduce to you (from
Northern Ireland!) in this issue and
we hope your new year in archery is
one full of fun . . . and learning.
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Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament Director for over 25 National Archery
Championships, including National Indoor,
Target, and Field Championships, past VicePresident and member of the NAA Board of
Governors, past Chairman and Executive
Committee Member of the College Division of
the NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
He is currently Head Coach of the James
Madison University Archery Team which has
produced 42 All-Americans, 16 National
Champions, 23 National Team Titles and 14
World Champions during his tenure.

Arthur Halligey tells us that “I have been in
archery for 19 years and coaching for 9 moving from Club Coach through Level 2, currently studying for the next level, County
Coach. I have been the President of the
Regional section of AGB I am currently Secretary of ACNI (a club for local Coaches) and the
British Long-Bow Society in Ireland.”
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10 years
old. Although bowhunting was his primary
objective, target archery quickly took a front seat
for the times when hunting season wasn’t open.
Tom has been a member of the National Field
Archery Association for 45 years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in
no fewer than 37 states, as well as Guam and
the Azores. He has also been involved in managing archery leagues and tournaments up to
and including NFAA Sectional events since
1968. He is a NFAA/USA Archery Certified
Level 3 instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season,
Tom can be found either at the archery range or
out on a road bicycle or trike.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the participants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Tim Scronce and his wife Sandi are a team;
they are both NAA Level 3 Coaches. Tim has
been involved in archery since around the age
of seven. He shoots compound, recurve, and
occasionally longbow. He competes regularly,
when time permits. Sandi and Tim teach and
certify Level 1 and Level 2 instructors, work
with Girl and Boy Scouts thru archery, coach
in a JOAD program, and have a range at
home to teach privately. They have two children (Crystal and TJ) who both shoot recurve
and compete as well.
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The Release
Aid Explosion
by Tom Dorigatti
You’ve been reading along thus far about my
“Raw Beginnings,” the story of how I started in the
game of archery as a bow hunter and how over just a
short time, I migrated more and more into competitive target archery. What you are going to find in the
remainder of this “Autobowography” is a near complete change of approach. What follows is based upon
my personal experience or the experiences of those
who contributed photos, comments, articles, etc. for
my upcoming Autobowography.
I’m also not going to necessarily progress on an
historical time line. I am not about to go through each
and every product or product line either. One could
write a book about peep sites alone, for example. One
could write a book just about Jennings compound
bows, or Wing bows, or PSE bows. A book could be
written about each brand of release aids, too.
Most of this current article is about those products I have experience with making or using. Enjoy

Vertical and
Horizontal Ledge
Releases
learning about the use of release aids that took off like
a rocket in “The Release Aid Explosion,” how it came
about, and then learn, or remember, something about
the now notorious and infamous horizontal and vertical ledge releases.

of the big changes to competitive archery occurred
first and then migrated eastward. It had also been said
that “it” or “they” (the changes or new waves of stuff )
started in California and took about three seasons to
hit the East Coast. You will hear things such as the
“California high wristed bow handles,” or the
“California coupler,” and a few other “California This’
and That’s.” When I first started in archery, this
seemed true, at least for non-professional archers or
those in small clusters of smaller archery clubs around
the nation. We didn’t have exposure to the “pros,” the
internet hadn’t been thought of let alone invented,
and postage stamps were still about six cents apiece.
Heck post cards were still commonly mailed and the
“Privacy Act” wasn’t even considered! The ICC was
considering outlawing the practices of fair-traded
items, and subliminal stimulation in advertising! In
fact, I remember well that (in 1971) Easton X-7
arrows were being sold at a set price of $26.88 a dozen
(including points) and a dealer could not vary from
that price for fear of losing their Easton dealership!
So it was for release aids. Like any other change,
the release aid was more than that; it was a huge controversy that rocked competitive archery to its foundations. This was the first of two waves of changes
that occurred within about a six year span; both of
which changed competitive archery forever; some say
for the better while others to this very day are still
undecided.
The Golden Key “Archery Coupler String Release”

Ledge Style Release Aids

It has often been said that California was where most
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The ad below (see photo) shows a very early release aid
invented by none other than Freddie Troncoso in the
Archery Focus

late 1960’s. It was called the “Archery Coupler String
Release.” No long explanation of how the release
worked was necessary, you can glean that simply by
viewing the diagram the advertisement (below). I
don’t know how long this release was on the market,
but I certainly never saw one during my “Raw
Beginnings” or during my early archery career either.

The use of release aids in competitive events
became so controversial that there were cases of
shooters walking off shooting lines and refusing to
shoot on the same line as a release shooter. At first,
even after releases were legalized for competition,
there were PAA Professionals who wouldn’t shoot on
the same shooting line as a release shooter. This happened to me, but at the time, it was worse. I was a real
pariah to this person; not only was I shooting a homemade rope spike release, but I was also shooting a
home-made compound bow to boot; a double whammy. I won’t mention a name, but
this particular PAA pro refused to
stand on the shooting line while I
was on it. Yet, when I would bring
in my recurved bow and shoot it
with fingers, he was “friends” with
me. Break out the release aid, even
with the recurve and he would get
off the line. Things were that
touchy. The release aid explosion,
at first, tipped competitive archery
right on its ear. The bitterness
lasted for several years, and I still
run into people that are bitter
about this. Even I became a bit
bitter about it, but as time went
on, I switched over out of necessity and to just go with the flow.
Whatever.
The Vote of 1970

The controversy was partially put
to rest when the National Field
Archery Focus

Archery Association sent out a ballot to all NFAA
members to “vote” on whether or not to allow certain
types of release aids in NFAA competitions and, of
course, the “Vegas Shoot.” The votes were tallied and
releases were legalized for NFAA competition, but
not by a huge or wide margin. My vote? I voted
against allowing them in competition, and in my club
at the time, the vote was split right down the middle.
However, even some individual States did not legalize
the release aid for their competitions for several years.
For example, in Ohio the release aid wasn’t fully legalized until 1974!
The National Archery Association (NAA), on
the other hand, kept themselves at a distance; in some
cases putting up a line down the range and putting
release aid shooters on one side and “real bow” shooters on the other side of the line. It was a long, long
time before both types of archers were shooting right
next to each other on shooting lines at NAA events!
As you may know, the indecision about allowing
Compounds and releases in Olympic competition is
still brewing and lingers on. I understand completely
that the IOC has a bit of a dilemma in splitting a
sport into two completely different “sections”; one for
traditional archery equipment, and one for the modern compound bow. There is only so much room in
the Olympics for a given number of sports, so venue
availability and scheduling, along with the added
medals and promotion of the
events are a big hurdle to overcome.
To help you to better understand the controversy, I’ve assembled photos of some questions
posed to Freddie Troncoso in his
famous “What’s Your Problem?”
column in Archery magazine during a two year period of these trials and tribulations. The Editor
says I do not have the space to
include the whole columns so
those will have to wait for my
book. This was historical and the
decisions made have had a lasting
impact.
The Question/Answer published in the June, 1970 issue of
Archery magazine sums up some
real confusion and shows some of
the hostility and chaos that
Continued on Next Page
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ensued in the next year or so. Jim McConnell was
concerned about the future of release aids and wrote
that his initial dislike stemmed from his inability to
master one. Freddie responded that the Professional
Archers Association (PAA) was inclined to legalize
them because they involved just as much skill to master as other aspects of archery.
In spite of the NFAA vote legalizing release aids,
in May 1972 there was still a controversy brewing due
to a lack of clarity in the rules regarding mechanical/moving parts, rope and ledge release aids, and
which is better, etc. Glen Cronkite asked “Which
releases will be legal at the NFAA National
Tournamnet? What are the main differences and
favorable features between rope and ledge releases?
Which is best? Which types predominate? Clickers
and Releases?” Freddie answered in his usual straightforward way. Dean Pridgen went on to win the
NFAA Outdoor Nationals at Ludlow, MA, shooting
with a release, his first of many to follow.
The nickname given to the Killian Chek-it
Release Aid (see photo) was “The Rattlesnake” and for
good reason, too. Operating it took some skill, and it
literally had “fangs.”
The questions continue with regard to releases in
1972. There was much confusion and many “wanting
their own way.” I was on the fringes of all this, but at

The Killian Chek-It Release Aid. We called it “The Rattlesnake”
because it had a bite. Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen

the time, I was trying releases, but not competing
with one; opting rather to shoot against the release
aid shooters while still shooting with a recurved bow
and my fingers on the bow string. In July 1972,
another question was sent into Freddie’s column that
will give you a sense of the goings on. The question
was from Bill Henry of Boise, Idaho “Do you honestly feel it is fair to shoot a conventional bow against a
Compound bow of mor eor equal weight?”

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Yet another “legality” question came up for
Freddie to answer in the November, 1972 edition of
Archery. Harry Schoen from Texarkana, Ark asks
about the Killian Chek-it Release Aid’s legality.
Freddie astutely answers the question and gives us,
and I quote Freddie: “Release aids shall be legal in
Freestyle Division. There was no mention or differentiation of any specific types of releases. The membership voted and accepted the motion as worded which
shall be binding upon the membership in accordance
with Article X entitled Membership Voting (see the
NFAA Constitution). . . .”
You can see that release aids and compound bows
both challenged archers’ sense of fairness.
A Nostalgic Aside: John L. Yount

For you nostalgia buffs, here is something very interesting. It was written by John L. Yount in the
February 1974 issue of Archery magazine (Source:
http://www.floridaarchery.org/davisonNFAAHistory
1st40.pdf, p. 13): “The year 1970 found adoption of
the new Indoor Round and Indoor League program.
The Freeman target was replaced with the NFAA
Indoor Target.
“During the late 60’s and early 70’s the NFAA
had to solve a multiplicity of very fundamental difficulties, including: how should an archer shoot his
bow? How should an archer release the arrow? What
form should be used in instinctive aiming? What type
of bow should be legal or illegal? The worst of these
controversies occurred during the Wingfield regime
(1969-1972). I shall not discuss these, but I do
believe, for the record, I should mention them for
clarification.
“The use of release aids, rather than the tab or
glove, probably was the most troublesome. As of this
time, most release aids have been approved for
Freestyle, but prohibited in the Bowhunter and
Barebow styles. Walking-the-string or “three fingers
under” the nock was, for a time, prohibited in the
Barebow style. Currently stringwalking has NFAA
Approval in all except the Bowhunter styles.
“A new type of bow, the compound, made its
appearance in the last decade, but did not cause much
adverse criticism until the 1970 National Tournament
at Aurora, Illinois, when the winner in the men’s
Freestyle used a compound bow. Then, the compound
bow was legal in all divisions.
“Lon Stanton and Jim Bell set the pace in
National Tournament with an aiming system in the
Barebow division which consisted of changing the
Archery Focus

anchor point on the face. This method is okay in the
Freestyle and Barebow divisions, but illegal in
Bowhunter.” – John L. Yount Part 1 – The first 20
years (1934-1954)
Back to the Ledges

This all being said, I remember well that initially the
release aids that were legalized with the vote in 1970
were not allowed to have “moving parts” or sears.
Thus, the first release aid that I ever saw had no
ropes, strings, triggers or anything of the sort. It had
only a “ledge” or what we termed a “hook.” Touchy
beasts they were! String burners, they were that, too.
Lip busters, oh but yes, most all of us busted ourselves
in the lip more than once with these contraptions.
You must remember, we were pulling the bow from
zero pounds at brace to 35# or more at full draw,
without any letoff. We also were shooting as many as
56 field or hunter targets in a single day’s tournament,
too. Of course at Sectional and National levels we
“only” shot 28 targets each day, but still had to hold
the full weight of the bow and execute the shot without any letoff assistance.
Seeing a Release For the First Time I saw my first
release aid a short time after the Vegas tournament in
1970. As you may know from my “Raw Beginnings” I
hadn’t been shooting competitively for very long. In
comes a club member, who was also an NFAA
Director, with this new fangled thing he had built
after seeing some of these gadgets at Vegas. Of
course, we were curious about this device and I have
to admit, it wasn’t long before I just had to try one!
Try it I did. Like it? I certainly did not.
The first release aid contraption I saw and tried
was pretty much nothing but a wooden dowel with a
peg on it that had a notch cut in it for the bowstring to
fit (barely) onto. You pulled this thing back with all one
finger and hoped it wouldn’t go off and give you a fist
sandwich. Many a time all of us got those fist sandwiches, and many a time, we also got to full draw and
could aim and be totally surprised by the loose of the
arrow; not to mention the accuracy enhancement of the
device. We then started to see more and more people
starting to use the release aids and most were making
their own iterations of what we called “the hook.”
Vertical Ledge Releases

Making Ledge Releases by Hand I remember making
vertical ledge releases out of Plexiglas. A local glass
shop sold scrap Plexiglas in thicknesses from 1⁄16˝ on
Continued on Next Page
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thru to 1⁄2˝ for $5 a pound. The Plexiglas glue was
tough, making it easy to laminate a few layers together to get 3⁄4˝ to 1˝ thicknesses needed for custom
release aids. Of course, that meant different colors
could be sandwiched together to make really neat
looking ledge release aids, too. You could then cut
them out with a band saw to custom fit them to your
hand and custom fit the angle of the handle for your
hand-size and how you wanted to hold the release
aid. Then, it was a matter of starting with a rat-tail file
to get out the really rough parts of the cut and work
your way from coarse grit sandpaper or wet-or-dry
carborundum paper and working out the scratches by
moving to finer grits up through 600 grit. Then, after
you worked out nearly all the main scratches, I used
jeweler’s rouge and a cotton ball and moved on to
toothpaste and a cotton ball. By the time I finished up
the edges, you could literally not tell that the Plexiglas
had been cut out with a saw. You could, once again,
see right though any color of clear Plexiglas, or if the
release was made out of opaque colors, you never saw
a scratch.
Adjusting the speed of the ledge releases and controlling them The vertical ledge (see photo below)
was most interesting. It had a notch cut in it at the top
(by the first finger) and that notch was filed down
smooth by the time it hit the bottom of ‘the hook.’ So,
you drew back the release vertically with most of the
weight on first finger and then settled in to your
anchor and “rocked” the release aid by pulling slightly up with your elbow and also “squeezing” with your
third and fourth fingers at the same time. Some even
had their pinky finger engaged in the process. To
adjust the speed of the release, you either deepened
the notch and angle to where it smoothed out into the
body of the hook (slowed it down), or you took a fine
mill file and took off a stroke or two to shallow the
“hook”. Of course, one stroke too many meant that
you had to make another adjustment to slow the thing
back down . . . after that fist sandwich I mentioned
earlier dealt you a severe blow to the chops. A lot of
us had safety concerns because this was a tough and
long learning curve in order to learn how to draw
back your bow with one of these things, settle in, aim,
execute with back tension and get that surprise
release. Most of us did not shoot with clickers and a
release aid at the same time. We found that our draw
length, or really “to anchor draw length” didn’t vary
much with the release aid because you had to have
your full draw position really consistent to be consistent with the release aid. Coming in too short meant
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it wouldn’t fire and that you couldn’t really hold the
bow steady at all because of being out of alignment.
Coming in too long (overdrawing), and you’d lose the
shot too early. This was pretty good draw length control without an audible or visible “draw check.” Some
folks even made double hook releases. They made
them with a vertical ledge and a horizontal ledge all
incorporated into one release aid (see photo)!

A vertical ledge release
Photo Courtesy of Roger Wheaton

Horizontal Ledge Releases

It wasn’t long before there was an improvement in the
ledge release aids, namely ridding them of their vertical aspect and going to a horizontal release hand positioning that allowed for much easier maintenance of
back tension and allowing the back muscles to help
rotate the release aid to get it to fire. Some people
converted their vertical releases to horizontal releases
simply by cutting another “hook” on the tongue of the
release aid. Others, including me, made new ones,
again out of plastic or metal. There were also a few
releases that a person could buy, too.
The general idea was the same, but these were a
bit easier to make. They were really not a whole lot
easier to get properly set for speed, since the ledge was
never more than the thickness of the bowstring
(including the center serving). These ledge releases
also continued to be lip busters and we also found
them to be “string burners” because of the hard plastic or metal being in direct contact with the bowstring
in a much wider contact zone. The monofilament
serving of the time could break quite easily, and
seemed to do that at the most inopportune times
(Murphy’s Law, you know). Speaking of Murphy’s
Law, here is a story about learning to shoot the horiArchery Focus

zontal Ledge release.
Story #1 “The Garage” You will recall that I mentioned that there was/is a long learning curve with
regard to learning to shoot a ledge release. I also mentioned the fist sandwiches when the release went off
while you were trying to draw back the bow.
However, I intentionally didn’t mention anything
about the huge amount of recoil one generated from
using proper back tension and the back motion of the
elbow as a result of obeying the laws of physics –
specifically “for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction.” It so happens that I had just finished making and polishing a ledge-style release aid
and was excited to try it out. It was really cold outside,
so I elected to shoot really close up to the target I had
set up in our single car garage. Upon releasing the first
arrow, I heard this loud crashing, and then the sound
of glass falling onto the concrete floor. What had
happened is that I had gotten myself too close to the
garage door, and the explosion (reaction) from that
release going off by surprise had sent the tip of my
elbow, in karate chop fashion, right through one of
the windows in the garage door. I was totally uninjured . . . physically, however, my wife was quick to
come out to the garage to find out what the ruckus
was all about. I endured one big butt chewing along
with having to purchase and install a new pane of
glass. I also have forever remembered not to get too
close to a wall or garage door or pane of glass when
shooting a release aid! This is yet another faux pas
about shooting arrows in the garage or in the house.
There are more, but I’ll hold off on those.
Here are some photos of typical early ledge
release aids:

A Lewis & Halter Two-fingered Ledge Release
Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen
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Below left is a Lewis & Halter two-fingered
Ledge Release. You can see how tiny the ledge is on
the release and can probably well imagine the long
learning curve in learning how to use it.
The next photo is a manufactured two finger
ledge molded out of plastic. You can see in the photo
that the ledge was a bit more pronounced.

A horizontal ledge release molded and cast by Dean Pridgen
Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen

This next photo (below) is one of some “hooks”
made and used by Dean Pridgen. I made a few very
similar to these, but I made them out of Plexiglas and
Continued on the Next Page

Horizontal ledge releases molded and cast by Dean Pridgen
Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen
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they were fitted to my fingers and preferred hand orientation. If you look closely, you will see there isn’t a
whole lot of “hook” there at all
Below is a photo depicting what were called “JHooks” and you will notice that there is a longer
shank on the release and the hook is a bit more pronounced. In addition, they are three fingered releases
and have a swept back handles more suited to a natural hand position. These types were what I made the
most of, but made mine out of either a solid block of
3⁄4˝ thick Plexiglas or I laminated several different
colors and layers together and then cut them out and
polished them.

model, but with both finger slots equally positioned.
In addition, notice a much larger and more “square”
ledge on this particular release aid.
Of course there were many other variants of those
ledge releases; most of which were fabricated by individuals with a few smatterings of manufacturers coming onto the scene. The nest photo shows a metal
Ledge release, called a Ramar release that looks like a
set of brass knuckles with a strong hook on them. The
archer used all four fingers on this release aid and did
quite of bit of a combination of squeezing the release
and utilizing back tension to get the hook to rotate off
the bowstring. This release style was soon to become
popular with some of the “rope or rope-spike” releases soon to hit the scene. Keep this in mind for the
coming article about rope and rope-spike releases.

“J-hook” release aids
Photo Courtesy of Roger Wheaton

This is a Frank Ketchum release aid. This particular release was made for Dean Pridgen by Gary
Lyman. Note the longer shank and the two fingered
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The Frank Ketchum Release

The Ramar release

So, the days of the ledge style releases were numbered. There were so many designs that I don’t think
anyone could possibly find photos or descriptions of
them all let alone be able to talk about them all. You
could only be scratching the surface. That being said,
here is a montage of some of the ledge style releases
used back then (see top of next page).
The one in the upper left is a “thumb-ring”
release aid. This type of release was successfully used
by Bill Mills to place second in Vegas two years in a
row in the early 1970’s. Bill shot the thumb-ring with
a left-handed bow while shooting right-handed. This
was the means used in order to make the thumb-ring
work correctly. You will recognize yet another color of
the vertical ledge release aid, then a modified Ramar,
and the weird looking brown one on the upper right
that was held in the hand and “pulled with the second
and middle finger in the two slots. On the bottom is
the molded plastic ledge already talked about, the real
Ramar, and well, you can surmise what is next, can’t
Archery Focus

the spike could also be fitted with
a rope to shoot with the rope
around the bowstring, which is
something rarely seen these days.
How to Shoot
a Ledge Style Release Aid

you?
So, are there any “ledge” releases still available to
use today? Yes, there are a few. Pictured below is the
Carter “Slider” release aid that has an adjustable
“spike” and no rope (see photo). It is basically a very
well fitting adjustable ledge type release that is
designed to shoot from a D-loop as opposed to shoot-

A Carter Spike Release, a modern version of this old design

ing off the string.
Carter also previously made the “spike” releases
using the Colby frame and the Atension frame by
simply replacing the hinge gate with the “spike.”
These releases do shoot very smoothly and are really
quite safe. I’m surprised that more shooters don’t try
them out. With the Colby and the Atension frame,

Okay, my friends, so now that you
have seen the “ledges” and the
“hooks,” you are probably asking
yourself “just how in blazes did a
person go about shooting one of
these blasted things?” Well, it so
happens I found a great response to this question
written by a “Master” of the ledge release, and inventor of many releases of his own. The response is from
the November 1972 issue of Archery magazine.
There are shooters still shooting with an eliminator button and the rope around the string, but they are
few and far between. Most release aids today are
specifically designed ergonomically to shoot from a
D-loop. Whoops, I’m getting well ahead of myself
again. So, before we go on about hinges and D-loops,
there are many other things to speak about. But now,
I must relay another story concerning yet another
funny experience with the power of a ledge release
aid.
Before I tell that story, I note a question submitted by Joe Bauenfeind in December of 1970 to
“What’s Your Problem?” In Archery Magazine (Yes,
Joe is currently a columnist in Archery and the guy
behind the release company, Zenith Archery. Joe’s
obviously been around a long, long time and one of
the best hinge style release shooters I know personally). Joe was experiencing nock breakage using his
release and asked if Freddie had, too. Indeed nock
breakage was common, another issue to be addressed
due to these changes in shooting technique.
Yet Another Story

I cannot finish up this topic without passing on
another true story about the power of the ledge
release and how if you thought you had it mastered;
you really didn’t. The story below is true, the event
actually happened, the people are real, and the names
have not been changed in order to protect the innocent or the guilty. I’m guilty as charged!
Story #2 “Watch my Arrow Flight” I mentioned
earlier that learning to control and shoot a ledge
release had a long learning curve. In addition, it was
A Carter Spike on an Atension frame by Tom Dorigatti
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more difficult to get arrows with vanes to fly well with
a ledge release aid. The bows weren’t cut very far past
center, so if the nock rotation wasn’t perfect on every
shaft, the vanes would contact the arm of the arrow
rest differently and each arrow would seemingly have
a mind of its own. So, the shooter would get together
with an observer and have them eyeball the arrow
flight; normally at 40 yards. My oldest brother, Pete,
had gone up on Casper Mountain with me early in
the summer right after the snow had cleared off. I was
shooting on the practice area at 40 yards and asked
Pete to watch my arrow flight. I told him to observe
from right behind me and to try to pick up the arrow
as soon as he could once the arrow was shot out of the
bow. You must remember that back then, bows
weren’t shooting at speeds much over 200 fps, if that;
especially in this case with a 35# bow and heavy 1816
arrows. So, I drew back the bow, settled in, and proceeded to launch the shot. Much to my surprise, and
more to Pete’s, the recoil of my elbow off of the shot
leapt back and hit Pete right above his nose and
between his eyes. He promptly was knocked down on
the ground and was basically knocked out! He was
only out for a few seconds, but he had a pretty good
knot or bump on his forehead from the impact. I

guess in retrospect he was fortunate that my elbow hit
him in the forehead and not any lower or to the left
or right. Needless to say, I was more careful when asking someone to observe my arrow flight and cautioned them to stand back away from the tip of my
elbow. We still laugh about this incident to this very
day. Most people have stories from this time period in
which they almost knocked themselves out, but I
ended up nocking my brother out! You definitely have
recoil when you are holding 35# or more and the
release goes off totally by surprise. You cannot, and
archery cannot, defy the laws of physics!
Finishing Up This Part

While we had some control of these new fangled gadgets or “hooks” as we called them, there always seemed
to be some sort of surprise waiting for you, just past
the edge, and ready to give you a surprise . . . release,
that is! Lessons in Back Tension 101 are common
when the holding weight gets up into the 35# plus
range.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning-to-intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a
new offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on
the full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in
the making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics, and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as
well as five major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching
profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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I
Can’t
by Tim Scronce
I read once that there are two kinds of people
in the world, those who can and those who can’t. I
respectfully disagree and offer a third category, those
who think they can’t, but try anyway.
I have never been one to say I couldn’t do something without first trying or at the very least investigating what needs to be done and then deciding if it
is “beyond my pay grade.” It never occurred to me
that there were people who very seldom got the
opportunity to try only because someone else had a
fear of letting them.
Several years ago my
wife, Sandi, and I were
asked if we would help
with a day event with some
visually impaired people.
The ideal was to expose
them to things that they
normally wouldn’t get to
do. The event . . . archery.
In my arrogance I very
quickly said sure. When I
hung up the phone I
turned to my wife and said
“Guess what we’re gonna
do”? Imagine my surprise
with her logical questions
of when I had done this
before and who exactly was
“we.” I knew I had some
research to do.
Long story made
short: the event went off
with very few issues and
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the kids and adults had a great experience. We wanted to do more. We also realized we needed to learn
more. Several weeks later we did a class with some
physically challenged kids and had a blast. Our view
of what was important to us took on a whole new
vision. It turns out the “big” things we worried about
in life weren’t that big after all.
In the fall of 2013, we were asked to provide a
venue for a local Parks and Rec department to try
something new for their physically, mentally, and
visually impaired participants . . . archery. We met
with those in charge and
developed a program of
four classes of one hour
each. Our students would
be visually impaired, physically and mentally challenged youths and possibly
adults. I must admit that at
the last minute I had
doubts and almost said
maybe I wasn’t up to this,
especially when I was told
one of the youth would be
totally without sight. Sandi
was good to go.
With several weeks to
go until the point of no
return, I began looking into
ways to help the visually
impaired. Hello, Google! I
stumbled across a video on
Continued on the Next Page
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YouTube of a visually impaired female archer, Janice
Walth, shooting with the aid of an adjustable device I
believe her husband had built based on a design from
the British Blind Sport Association. Looking at this
device I knew some modifications would need to be
made for what we needed to accomplish. Hers was for
outdoor shooting and we would be shooting at the
indoor range. Through trial and error over several
days we built something we knew would work. At
least, it worked with me trying it blind-folded. (We
did an article on Janice way back in AFm 8-6. Ed.)
Game day! Yes, we had a few hiccups but everything went basically according to plan while making
modifications on the fly. All the while these kids
worked hard and achieved a lot. We even got a video
of a totally sightless young girl popping a balloon at
10 yards. Not a dry eye in the house. I have never seen
anyone work as hard as they did and have as much
fun. Needless to say, it made me realize everything I
take for granted and how little I enjoy what I have.
For myself, it gave me a whole new outlook on life in
general. Did we change the world? No. Did we give
12 people the ability to say “I Can” and succeed? I
would like to think so. The biggest thing that hap-

pened was the fact that I became a better person and
realized all you have to do is try. After the initial classes, we went on to set up two more sessions with some
adjustments to the length of time to the class. We
found for some an hour was too long. Forty-five minutes, on the other hand, was just right. Were we excited when half of those first people came back for
another session? You bet!
Our program at the archery shop was a huge success and so the Parks and Rec department decided to
try a Summer Camp, on one of their locations. Sandi
worked with them on set-up and structure. We
helped them with equipment purchases. Sign-ups for
the camp were great. Both classes were full, only limited by the number of helpers and the amount of
equipment we had. We set up in the gym because July
and August can be rough in the sun. We wanted them
to be comfortable and have fun. We didn’t want to
have to cancel or reschedule because of rain or
because someone could not get out to the range. It
went great. Some were so excited to see Sandi each
week. The 8 weeks session went by so quickly, some
didn’t want it to end. Some wanted to know if we
were coming back again and how soon.

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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In teaching the classes,
we found that consistency
was a key factor. We had to
make sure each student got
the same bow and got to
stand in the same place.
The new challenges posed
different learning opportunities for us as well. We
learned quickly almost
every aspect to make sure
each student would be able
to participate and be successful.
We, as archers and
coaches, have so much to
offer to put this sport into
the hands of everyone. It is
a shame to let that ability
slide just because we can
say too quickly, “I can’t.”
We thank everyone who is
already out there making a
difference and say that

without you we would
most likely not have undertaken this. Whether you
realize or not, you helped
us to step up. We challenge
everyone to step up and
make a difference. Don’t let
opportunities slip away just
because you might fail.
Trust me, you will walk
away having succeeded and
will maybe, just maybe,
have a little fun and the
desire to do it again and
again. You have more to
gain than you will ever lose.
We have already gotten
the call for this Fall. They
are ready to go again!

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
Archery Focus
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Did You Hear
What He
Said?
by Larry Wise
No, really. Did you hear what he said that night? It
was between periods when he said it. Coach Daryl
Sutter said it and I heard it. With his LA Kings
hockey team tied and headed to overtime Coach
Sutter was asked what he thought his team needed
to do to win this game. Coach Sutter is a man of
few words so I always listen closely when he speaks
and he spoke, “It has to be about output and not
about outcome.” His players listened and obviously understood what he meant because 35-minutes
of overtime hockey later they were hoisting the
Stanley Cup for the second time in three years – a
great accomplishment.
So what did he mean?
What did he mean by “output”? I’m sure he meant that
his players needed to focus on
the effort they put into their skating. They had to
be aware of their direction and location and feel
their teammates around them. They had to be constantly putting themselves in the right place at
every point in time. He knew and I know that they,
each and every one of them, had to be skating in
the “present” and thinking only in their own
process of playing hockey. They had to give each
moment all they had and you can only do that by
“being in the moment”.

To be sure, you cannot control the outcome of
the game because the other teams’ level of play has
something to do with that – they want to win too
and direct their efforts to that end. The only part
that you can control is your own physical and mental effort (output) - the team that does that the
most maximizes their chances to perform at a
higher level and, ultimately, win. There are no
guarantees that you will win but you do maximize
your chances by playing “in the present”.
In overtime hockey you and your teammates
must be engaged in the task of getting the puck
out of your own defensive zone
when you are there or keeping
it in your offensive zone when
you are there. And I’m certain
that involves “passing the puck”
so “passing” becomes your “process.” When you are
skating to be in the right place while heading in
the right direction you are better able to make or
receive the right pass at the right time.
If you are thinking about the guy that just
jammed you into the boards, where he is now and
how you can “get even” then you aren’t engaged in
the present. For sure, you are thinking in the future
– you are thinking of that moment when you can

“It has to be about output
and not about outcome.”
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really put a smack-down on
that other guy. And in that
instant of selfish thought you
miss making or receiving “the
pass” that could get the puck
out of your end or keep it in
their end of the ice. In that
moment you moved out of the
present and missed an opportunity to execute the “process”
that ultimately wins games. In
that moment you left that team network around
you and are playing by your self – and it’s hard to
beat the opposing five skaters and goalie if you are
playing by yourself.
That’s why it has to be “about output”! If there
is time on the clock and you are thinking about
“winning” or “scoring” then you are thinking in the
future when you should be thinking about your
process in the present. In my sport of archery if
you are aiming an arrow and thinking about where
you want it to score (outcome) then you are thinking in the future. You must, instead think about

“If you take care of your
execution process in the
present then the bow will
take care of the arrow.
Without the ‘output’
how will you ever get
‘the score’?”

your “output” which means
your physical process of executing the shot. If you take care
of your execution process in
the present then the bow will
take care of the arrow. Without
the “output” how will you ever
get “the score”?
Coach Sutter is right - It’s
gotta’ be about output! So what
is it about in your own person-

al performance?

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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A Stringwalking
Puzzle
by Brent Harmon and Steve Ruis
At a recent Illinois Target Archery Association
Indoor Championships, a friend came up with a
suggestion that created more questions than it
answered. I had told him that a Recurve Barebow
setup is best tuned starting at the “point on” target
distance and then adjusted to get reasonable arrow
flight with the longest crawl. My friend replied
that he had a colleague who had “tuned his setup
to be optimal at 18m” for the indoor season.
My mind just spun trying to imagine how one
would do that: tuned for best arrow flight? tuned
for smallest groups? tuned by bare shaft? So, I
decided to go back to square one regarding the
dynamics of the situation and this is what came to
me.

above level and an additional inch and a half or so
above the previously mentioned centerline. All of
these are examples of the various tradeoffs necessary to design a bow.
This means the archer’s fingers (plus tab),
being 2-2.5˝ wide are close to being centered on
the bowstring or even slightly above center (see
fingers in diagram in relation to bow’s centerline).
Of course, the bow hand is on the bottom half of
the bow, creating the familiar tiller problem: by
Continued on the Next Page

Geometry Issues

Consider the recurve bow at brace in the figure
(right). The horizontal centerline of the bow is
usually in line with the pivot point of the grip.
This creates the situation that the arrow rest position is above the center of the bow about as much
as the center of pressure (cop) of the bow hand is
below it. (Ideally these two would be at the same
position but this is impossible unless you had a
hole in your hand big enough for the arrow to pass
through.) The nocking point is about one half
inch above the level of the arrow rest, so that the
arrow (depending on size) is centered about 3⁄8˝
Archery Focus

Ordinary recurve bow geometry in a stringwalking scenario
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“point-on-target distance” (“point on” for short)
and then adjusting to get reasonable arrow flight
at the largest crawls. But what about indoors,
where there is one and only one crawl?
Some address this situation by trying to create
a setup that has 18m as its “point on,” that is the
point on target distance when using the arrow
point to aim with. To get the smallest crawl,
arrows are shot full length in that the farther the
arrow sticks out in front of the bow, the lower the
bow must be held to get it on target (because the
arrow slopes upward from below the aiming eye
forward, the farther upward it sticks, the lower the
bow must be held to get the point onto the target). Also, heavier arrows are used because the
heavier the arrow, the slower it goes, the more
time gravity has to pull it downward and therefore
the lower it hits on the target. This is accomplished by using heavier (hunting weight) shafts,
adding weight tubes into their shafts, or loading
up the points with lead or all three. Typically since
arrows are selected to be shot full length and with
very heavy points they need to be also quite stiff.
If this is pulled off, you have a shot with no or
very little crawl.
But what if this doesn’t appeal or the weight
of the arrow is so excessive that it seems untunable? What came to me is that the traditional
approach (tune at “point on,” adjust for acceptable
Here is Brent at full draw with the “test bed” bow: an oder KAP
Evolution II.

holding the bow asymmetrically, that is with the
bow hand on the bottom half and the string hand
near center (or higher if split finger grip used), we
in effect have made the top limb longer (and
therefore weaker than the bottom limb). Many
people adjust for this by adjusting the tiller of the
bow by turning the limb bolt to create a slightly
stronger limb on top than bottom. (The word
tiller means the same as the word tiller associated
with sail boats; it means a thing “to steer.”) Others
address this issue by adjusting the nocking point
location, leaving the limb bolts alone. If you move
the nocking point up, you are decreasing the
leverage you have on the top limb, making it
effectively stronger, and apparently only small
adjustments in nocking point location are necessary to adjust for the problem that comes from
holding the bow on its bottom half.
For outdoors, I had recommend tuning at
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Obviously this isn’t allowed in competition, this was just for the
purposes of the experiement.
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arrow flight at largest crawl) works fine for outdoors but is less than fine for indoors. You take a
bow with your bow hand on the bottom half
(which requires tiller and/or nocking point locator
adjustments to deal with) and by taking a crawl,
you are moving your string hand onto the bottom
half of the string, which exacerbates everything.
So, the thought occurred: why not leave your
string hand where it was and just move the arrow
up?
To test this, I created a bow string with multiple nocking point locators. (Only two are
allowed in competition, but “This is a test, this is
only a test! Were this a real …” etc.). This created
a series of “up crawls”(?) spaced about a half of an
inch apart. I want to test small, medium, and large
“up crawls,” so this seemed appropriate.
The bottom nocking point locator was the
bottom locator already on the string and tells me
where my fingers would be at my “point on” distance before. I then simply added additional
nocking point locators spaced so that I could get
an arrow nock in between them.
The plan is to shoot arrows at the indoor distance and evaluate whether clean shots can be

made and also where on the target they end up. If
the bow was reasonably tuned to start with, I
should be able to get reasonable arrow flight
somewhere near where my arrow was positioned
relative to my fingers from before (my old crawl)
but with the arrow simply moved up and the fingers left where they were. If this works, I expect
the result would be improved with tiller adjustments, which would then be a follow-up experiment.
To evaluate the tests I decided to check three
things: sound and feel of the bow and hit points of
the arrows. Later I might be able to include high
speed video of the strings during the shot.
The Experiments

Since I am still nursing a weak string/draw shoulder I cajoled my student Brent Harmon, a pretty
good Barebow Recurve (and Olympic Recurve)
archer to help by making the shots. The “test bed”
was an older KAP Evolution II bow (66˝, 22#
limbs) and some old ACC arrows that were about
the right spine for this bow. You can see the string
I made for the tests. Obviously no organization
Continued on the Next Page
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NP 2
Group Position 4 3⁄4˝ high
Sound Normal
Feel Normal
NP 3
Group Position 2˝ high
Sound Slightly noisy
Feel Roughly the same
NP 4
Group Position 1 1⁄2˝ low
Sound Slightly noisy
Feel Roughly the same
Crawl up or crawl down, that is the question.

will allow you to shoot with more than two nocking point locators, so this was just for this experiment. I numbered the nocking points from 1-5
(bottom to top). I added one extra one in case we
needed it; we didn’t.
Sighting In We placed a vertical strip, threespot FITA/WA target at approximately 18 m from
the shooting line. This way we could use different
spots for aiming purposes depending on whether
we expected high or low shots. We began by
determining the crawl for this distance using the
ordinary nocking point, etc. We measured all
crawls from the bottom of the nock/top of bottom
nock downward. To get on target we needed a
crawl of 1 15⁄16˝. So, we now had an hypothesis: we
could get the same results by leaving the string
fingers under the nock (using the top of the very
bottom nock locator as a reference) and moving
the nocking point upward 1 15⁄16˝. This would put
it into nocking point #5 (NP 5).
The Experiments We shot groups of three
arrows at each of the additional nocking point
locations and measured where the center of the
groups were on a vertical line through the center
of the target (we ignored L-R impacts as long as
we got a group). Brent judged the feel of the shot
while I noted whether the sound was “normal” or
not.
NP 1 (Normal Position / No Crawl)
Group Position 7˝ high
Sound Normal (the reference)
Feel Normal (the reference)
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NP 5
Group Position 12˝ low
Sound Slightly noisy
Feel Most unusual
From these observations the “up crawl” is nowhere
near the down crawl. The prediction of NP 5
being equivalent is nowhere near correct. It seems
that a correct up crawl would be between NP 3 (2˝
high) and NP 4 (11⁄2˝ low).
Could it be that using an “up crawl” requires
less of a crawl than the usual technique? Maybe …
maybe not.
Following Up What I would like is for an
accomplished Barebow Recurve archer (Scott?
Becky? Ty? Mark?) to try this. I do not want a
replication of this experiment, but a different one.
The object of this experiment is to find a good
higher nocking point such that the string hand
does not move from its “normal zero crawl” position, yet the arrows land where they are aimed.
You may want to experiment with a different tiller
to get the very best arrow flight. So the questions
are: is this new crawl (an “up crawl”) different
from the ordinary crawl (a “down crawl”)? Does
the tiller of the bow have to be adjusted to do this
well?
Conclusion

If the experimental hints Brent and I uncovered
prove out an “indoor setup” for Barebow recurve
may involve just a different string and, possibly, a
tiller adjustment. Another option for the Barebow
Recurve archers arsenal is always welcome.
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Twinkle,
Twinkle
Little STA-R
by Arthur Halligey
The Club to which I belong, due to having to
hire premises, meets for practice for two hours a week
in the winter months. This is, mainly, down to using
the Local Council Leisure facilities. They can accommodate us but, as there are other sports who rightly
have a need to function in suitable premises as well,
on only one night of the week, the cost of the hall hire
being the deciding factor in the length of the practice
session. Summer months are spent outside at the
mercy of weather and available light.
With just over 60 Members, and growing, there
are limited opportunities for coaching. Instruction,
yes, but actually managing to do what we were trained
as coaches to do, no. With other activities going on at
the same time, such as running the FITA Feather and
Arrow awards for Juniors, helping new joins on their
next steps, looking after the less able archers while
more accomplished archers are
trying to get a score in as well as
the trivia of every day socialising
means that there is little time to
devote to truly improve upon an
individual archer’s knowledge
and skills.
The Leisure Centre facility
where the Club meets have also
decided to offer archery as part
of their programme. They have
invested in their own (basic)
equipment but not having a Leader (a basic qualification offered to Youth Leaders as well as Leisure
Centre staff, etc. similar to the USA Instructor Level
1) allowing the Centre to run archery sessions under
their own steam and having an archery club on hand,
as it were, the Council approached the Club for help.
This programme is run on the standard six week pat-

tern, first by a colleague in the Club then, when she
decided to ‘retire’ from these sessions, my fellow
coach and I (both Level 2) took the sessions on which
we have done four to six times in the year for the last
four years.
Around three years ago we realised that half the
portion of the hall we were given for the sessions had
no other activity just prior to the scheduled sessions.
This got us thinking pro-actively. If we could hire the
half privately and attract sufficient archers we could
do one and a half hours of coaching before the
Beginner’s Classes. Initially this was declared a
Beyond the Beginner class where our new joins, having attended the six-week Beginner’s Sessions and
decided they wanted to take the experience further by
joining the club, could be brought on. So STA-R!
(Sustained Training in Archery – Result!) was born.
(We actually called the sessions
Coaching Results in Archery
Proficiency at first but, as we
thought the initials sent out the
wrong message, changed the
title.) The rapid improvement
displayed at practice by attendees
lead intermediate archers to ask
if they could join in.
At first we had around sixteen archers wanting to take
part. Inviting them to attend in
groups of four and aiming to have similar styles and
levels of achievement on the same session allowed us
to have enough time to devote to the individual (two
per coach) with the cost of hall hire being covered
comfortably by the attendees on the session. Before
long we were contacted by members from a neigh-

“Our aim is to make our
archers understand the
actions required as well
as doing them so that
they can become self
sufficient – to become
Stars themselves.”
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STA-R! Follow on Coaching Sessions Form
Name________________________________________________
Basic Form Revisited & Sequencing
A Body Aim
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Aa Foot Position
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
B Bow Hand Placement
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
C Slings
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
D String Hand
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
E Head Position
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
F Shoulder Positions
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
G Reference Points
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
H String Picture
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
I Back Tension/Gentle Push
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
J Release
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
K Follow Through
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Recheck using Observation Sheets at regular points.
Tuning from Basic to Fine
Bow alignment and basic Tiller
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Bracing height by sound
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Basic impact pattern - Nocking point
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Basic impact pattern - Pressure button
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Shaping the grip
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Bare shaft planning test
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
Tiller – Static, Dynamic
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
7a Cam synchronisation
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
8. Walk back test
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
9. Arrow balance
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
10.Stabilisers, sights
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
11.Bow Balance,
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
12.Paper tear test
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
13.Short distance fine tuning
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
14.Dynamic Short Range Tuning
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
15.Sight Alignment
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
16.Paper Plate method
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[
17.Long Range Dynamic Tuning
[ / ][]•[ / ][]•[

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Maintenance
i. Rest types and adjustments
ii. String theory / making Materials, strands, weight, serving
iii. Arrow theory and making Piles, nocks, fletchings, inserts
iv. Planning, recording and monitoring
v. Fitness Warm ups, Cool downs, exercise regimes
vi. Mental game Self image, neural programming
vii.Field craft – Slopes, distance estimation, light, weather

][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

[
[
[
[
[
[
[

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]

][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
][]•[
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]

][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
][]
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bouring club asking if they could join in as well. No
problem, they are archers, we are coaches. Fellow
coaches from surrounding clubs were invited to help
out at the sessions as well giving them an opportunity to practice coaching in the company of other
coaches. The programme followed used the form
(shown below) which attempted to look critically at
the steps in form required along with bow tuning and
as form improved, so we could progress with tuning.
For each point the date when covered could be put in
the appropriate box and a tick to show the archer had
exhibited what they had mastered. There are a number of date/tick boxes ([ / ] for the date started and
[ ] to tick on satisfactory completion) against each
point in case we had to revisit anything at a later date.
Equipment maintenance, planning, fitness, mental
game and field craft (our club is primarily a field-orientated club) were also planned in as appropriate.
Different bow styles could be catered to by including/omitting any points that were/were not relevant.
At the end of the series of sessions a feedback questionnaire was distributed so that we, ourselves, could
improve for future sessions.
A slightly different approach was taken for the latest
sessions. Here we invited archers to a series of structured sessions/workshops with no limit on numbers.
The sessions were initially:

1. Basic Set-Up (Recurve/Longbow)
2. Basic Set-Up (Compound)
3. Body Alignment, String Picture
4. Biomechanics, Back Tension
5. Sequencing , Timing
6. Blank Boss Shooting
7. Bare Shaft Tuning
8. Grouping (using a paper plate)
9. Sight/Stabiliser Set-Up
10.Recap
11.Equipment Maintenance
12.Visualisation, Positive Self-Talk, Keeping a Performance Journal.
As we had a mixture of archers from Junior to
Intermediate some with their own, others with borrowed, equipment we have altered our current schedule to include weeks 3, 4, 5, 6, 12 and 11. If the jolly
fat man in red has visited we may get on to the missed
sessions after Christmas!
Our aim is to make our archers understand the
actions required as well as doing them so that they
can become self sufficient – to become Stars themselves. Sessions have been supported from our Level 2
Training, specific subject books, workshops for coaches as well as various articles in Archery Focus for
which a database has been compiled to make the
search for relevant articles easier.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Keep It Simple
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
The KISS Principle has been taught since the
beginning of time. KISS being the acronym for Keep it
Simple Stupid. It seems too obvious to be something
that is ignored on a such a regular basis. The need to
give it more attention in my daily life was driven home
recently by two separate personal experiences that I
would like to share with you in this article.
Equipment

College teams are made of the wildest mix of kids you
can imagine. When you start the practices in the fall
your are never sure who or what is going to show up.
You have the returning team members that didn’t graduate off of last year’s team. If you are fortunate, you will
have a few talented recruits who have chosen your
school to have the opportunity to continue their development under your guidance. And then you’ll have the
really new kids who saw the team’s booth on student
organization night and always wanted to try shooting a
bow.
Student organization night at
JMU has produced as many as 175
new students to the sport of
archery in a year and some schools have reported numbers as high as 300 per year. Hopefully, you and your
team have a system in place to introduce these new
folks to archery in a way that is both fun for all involved
and successful in directing the most dedicated and
promising students toward the team.
The returning kids are, of course, the stability of
your team each year. They have chosen to come back
for another year of competition in spite of the fact that
they’ve already met you and worked with you (hopefully you are one of the reasons they chose to return). The
point is: they are used to you, your idiosyncrasies, and
understand your motivation.

The new kids are the ones I want you to think
about right now. These guys are watching your every
move and hear everything you say—good and bad.
A couple of months ago at practice I was helping
one of the new archers on the team who had decided
that he was ready to buy his own bow in the hope of
making the traveling team. It is always a very sobering
moment when a kid comes to you with $250 in their
pocket and is trying to put together a tournament bow
set-up just like yours. Well I don’t know about the retail
prices but I know that my bow with accessories is about
$2,000 at dealer cost. So, I spent the next hour building an order for him that gives him everything he needs
for around $500 and explaining how little difference
there was between the components I was selecting for
him and the things I was shooting.
It helped me remember when I was his age shooting a bow with a twisted limb that I had bought used
for $85 and how I had worked my butt off and won a
National Championship with it.
Now, I don’t shoot as much as I did
40 years ago but when I do I like to
shoot good equipment, especially
now that I can afford it. The problem is that without
knowing it, I was sending a message every time I stood
on the line and shot. They were interpreting how I was
shooting, score wise, with what I was shooting.
Without saying a word to anyone, I made a decision
that night. I was going to order a low end set up and
start shooting it at practice just to let them know what
it could do.
I replaced my $750 riser with a $250 riser, my $600
limbs with $80 limbs, my $375 sight with a $20 sight,
my $400 stabilizer set up with a $50 stabilizer, my $40
rest with the free one that came with the riser and my
$130 cushion plunger with a $25 cushion plunger. I did
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keep the same tab and the same
other three to the right. They
arrows.
will allow you to do that and
The next week I put the bow
more; however, they are the
together at practice and started
most reliable member of your
shooting it instead of my tournashooting team. So please, if your
ment set up. After a few ends of
kids want to shoot better don’t
practice I had my arrows flying
just tell them to buy a better
and grouping pretty well. My top
bow. Teach them to trust their
recurve shooter came over to see
equipment and perfect their
how things were going with my
shot. It’s just that simple.
new bow and I was lucky enough
Instruction
to shoot a 30. He acted as if he was
I recently had an experience
mad and stomped away saying
where I was not the teacher, I
“Why can’t I do that?” I simply
was not the coach, I was simply
replied, “Maybe it’s your equipa student. I found it to be a truly
ment.” The practice room erupted
humbling experience. Imagine
into laughter because he is the
yourself a student again. You do
only guy on the team with better
not choose what to talk about
equipment than I have.
because you are not in charge.
The point is not that you
Your opinion doesn’t matter
shouldn’t waste your money on
because you are not the expert.
quality equipment. Far from it.
Your experience doesn’t matter
Always buy quality when you can.
because it has nothing to do
It will pay off in the long run,
with the topic at hand.
whether through performance,
The instructors in this class
ease of use, reliability or simply life
KISS Left; Elite Right
were very clear from the beginexpectancy. The point is that
everyone has a budget and living within that budget ning that only a small percentage of the group could
expect to successfully complete the program. As time
does not mean you can’t be successful.
Keep it simple. As long as you choose the right went on this was reinforced several times a day. While
draw weight of bow and the right spine of arrows you it was clear to me that they were simply trying to make
can be successful. Naturally, compound bows also need sure that we took seriously the need to work as hard as
to be adjustable to or set at the correct draw length. It necessary to learn the concepts, inside and out, the tone
is also important that any bow be set up properly, but was so discouraging that it took a toll on the enthusiasm and openness to new ideas that the group needed
once this is done it is all up to you.
Bows are stupid. They do exactly the same thing to succeed.
every time. They don’t have independent thoughts and
The results of the tone that was set made many of
decide to shoot one arrow low, two arrows high and the us wish we hadn’t even enrolled in the program. After
Continued on the Next Page
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KISS Top; Elite Bottom

KISS Top; Elite Bottom
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KISS Bottom; Elite Top

KISS Bottom; Elite Top

a few days the stress felt by the students caused several cated tournament archers the day they decide archery
to display medical issues. After seeing and feeling the isn’t fun anymore is the day they hock their archery
impact of the tone of this class I determined that no equipment and buy a kayak. So, we accept the role of
matter how important or difficult a topic was to salesman at the same time we accept the role of coach.
teach/learn that I would never use this approach. I By keeping it fun and keeping it simple we sell them
believe that the effort used to make us give it our all every day on shooting competitive archery, or shooting
was counterproductive to the overall instructional goal. more blank bale or developing a better shooting techI believe whenever you want your students or team nique. We never want to introduce a new skill by saymembers to learn something it is important to Keep It ing “As important as shooting with back tension is to
Simple. I’m not trying to suggest that you never have your success as an archer the majority of team members
to teach complex or difficult topics. What I am saying will never be able to learn this skill…and I mean
is that I have never found a topic so complex or so dif- never.” If this is your approach to coaching I have only
ficult that I could not break it down into parts that one request. Please change. Change your approach . . .
could be more easily digested. I believe that by Keeping or . . . if you can’t change that . . . change sports.
How many times have we spoken in terms that
it Simple and presenting all the component parts with
a positive approach you can successfully achieve the make things sound more complicated or difficult than
same learning goal with the positive attitudes and nat- is absolutely necessary? Remember, it should not be our
goal to impress anybody. It should be our goal to
ural enthusiasm of your students intact.
I am thankful for the traumatic experience in that engage everybody. When we do that we will have all
the time we need to drive
it reinforces for me the
home the finer points of
importance of being more
the game . . . when the time
aware of what I say and
is right. So when you’re
how I say it when I am
trying to figure out what to
teaching and coaching my
say:
team. It’s my responsibility
“Keep it Simple . . . Keep it
to remain mindful that
Positive . . . Keep it
archery will continue to
Growing”
grow and my archers will
continue to improve as
Thanks for spending this
long as I “Keep it Simple”
time with me. Now
and Keep it Fun.
remember to Keep it
It’s plain and simple,
your students shoot archery
Simple and I’ll see you on
because it’s fun. And except
the shooting field.
for the most serious dediKISS Right; Elite left
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
LARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Coaches

Helping Students When
They Decide to Try
“Getting Serious”
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

In the last segment (Working with Newly Serious
Archers in AFm 18-6) we explored what may be
involved in the decision to “get serious” about archery.
But that article didn’t include very many specifics. Just
what would you end up doing with a student who is
getting serious about archery? Let’s look at this.
What Comes First?

In that previous article we distinguished between
training to learn, training to compete, and training to
win. When an archer gets serious one of the things
you do not want to overwhelm them with is how
much there is to do.
For example, it is often touted that it takes ten
years or 10,000 hours of focused practice to become
an expert. Don’t drop that bomb on a student as they
may get discouraged. Obviously things proceed in
stages. So what stage comes first?
First . . .

When students decide to become
serious about archery they have
to do things that will make
improvements in your abilities
and figure out how to tell
whether they have made an
improvement or not. And some
of these things will not be fun.
We strongly recommend you
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give your students only one “non-fun” thing to do at a
time. If you find that they do not or will not do the
first one, then you will know that your student is not
a completive archer (our definition), no matter how
good they are. They are a recreational archer. They
will not do things unless they are fun to do. You can
try to make everything fun, but we tend to think that
is a fool’s errand.
We aren’t saying you have to dump onerous tasks
on your students, far from it. We are just recommending that you go slow.
There are a couple of things that probably should
come first: record keeping, practice planning, learning
about equipment (ongoing), and physical training (as
needed).
Practice, Practice, Practice

The list we just gave you all effect how a student practices. This is a very good place to
start. we would set aside a great
many other things: the mental
games, etc. and take them up as
the appetite for learning grows in
your student.
Part of what they will need
to do is to practice more and, as
you know, the practices need to
be planned. Just practicing more,
by itself, will make them better

“And you are going to
have to help them find
the “fun” in all of this.
Getting better and scoring
better is always “fun” but
the process of getting
better may not be.”
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but not a whole lot better. Consider people driving
their cars. Each of them probably has many thousands
of hours of “practice,” but are they all experts at driving because of that? The evidence clearly says no.
Sure, they can drive their cars but they are far from
experts. Compare an ordinary car driver with a race
driver. The car driver drives around listening to music,
doing work in their heads,
rehearsing for a meeting, planning dinner, etc. If they have
someone else in the car, they
often end up talking to them.
This is not practice that will
make them a better driver.
Compare that situation with that of a race driver.
Before they go out to “practice” they have meetings to
establish what they want to find out that day. Maybe
there is something new about the engine, so they
want to drive it slowly for a number of laps, then work
up to maximum speed after they examine the data the
car sends the crew during the laps. Later they may
want to try higher seeped laps. Maybe the driver
wants to work on taking certain turns in a new “slot.”
Maybe they want to see how fast they can get on a
long straightaway without missing the turn at the end
of it. Nothing happens by chance. Everything is
planned out.

Practice Planning

If they don’t have something they want to
accomplish, their practice is unlikely to be
effective. Everybody calls this “just flinging
arrows” and is the definition of a poor practice session. If they are going to shoot a practice round for
score (as a self-test) today, then that is their plan. If
they plan to adjust things on
your bow and then do some drills
to improve their form and execution, then that is their plan. You
can help them by asking to see
their practice plan in their notebook and making suggestions as to a plan for each
session you work together.
Here’s the path to success: write . . . it . . . down.
If they go into a practice with three things they want
to accomplish and at the end of the practice they have
checked off all three, then that is a good practice. If
they keep all of these “practice plans” (actually just
short lists) in their notebook, they can look back at all
they have accomplished and feel good about it. People
who depend entirely on their memory often over
focus on the past couple of weeks and can miss a great
deal of progress that they made in their evaluations of
where there are now.
And if they had a list of three things to accomplish and only one or two of them got checked off,
they’d have to ask “why?” If they were socializing or
goofing off instead of practicing, well, now they know
what the consequences were. If things were more difficult than they expected or took more time than they
expected, well they now have a start on the list/plan
for their next practice.
Practice planning is not hard, but it is very valuable.

“Here’s the path
to success:
write . . . it . . . down.”

Keeping a Notebook

This doesn’t have to be complicated, they can use
something as simple as a spiral-bound notebook.
Over time they will figure out a way to write things
down so that they make sense to them, but if there is
any good advice it would be, they are better off writing down too much rather than too little.
When they attend a competition, things they
could write down are date, location, name of venue,
and the round or rounds shot. All the information
from their score card summaries would be helpful (no.
of 10’s, 9’s, X’s whatever). As they progress, they will
learn how to analyze their scores in more detail. For
example, if they score well at the beginning but not as
well toward the end, maybe they were getting tired
and their fitness needs to be improved. You can do a
session with them on score card analysis . . . when it
comes up. Right after a tournament is a good time as
you can point out things the score card indicates and
they may still be able to recall how they felt during the
competition.
Archery Focus

Educating Themselves
About the Tools of Their Trade

They also have a lot to learn about their equipment.
This is a long term project and shouldn’t be forced.
Curiosity should be encouraged. We try to link equipment knowledge to competition troubleshooting to
show its usefulness. We say “If something slips and
your bow changes and you just keep shooting, you are
not going to score well.”
We offer challenges, like the question: “If during
a competition, your arrows start hitting higher than
they were before, do you know what to check?”
Learning all of these things from experience alone
can cost them a lot of points, so we recommend they
33

“We ask them to listen to
the stories about equipment malfunctions, then
expend some effort to
figure out why the problem occurred and why it
caused the effect it did.”

listen to other archers’ stories
about the difficulties they have
had and then try to understand
what was behind them. The
example of arrows hitting high
came from a book. What happened was the screws holding the
archer’s sight to his bow loosened
(due to vibrations) and the whole
sight tilted down. Because the
sight’s aperture was lower, the
archer had to hold the bow higher and voila, higher
arrows on the target.
So, we ask them to listen to the stories about
equipment malfunctions, then expend some effort to
figure out why the problem occurred and why it
caused the effect it did. This expenditure of “thinking
energy” will enable them to remember the facts longer
and will eventually enable them to figure things out
that they haven’t yet heard of.
There is also a ton of stuff to learn about equipment setup, tuning, storage, etc. They won’t learn it all
quickly, but you want to engage them in discussions of
those subjects as you work together through equipment issues. Also, please explain to them that people
get things wrong and more than a little disinformation is in circulation. This is why they have to think
through everything for themselves.)
Physical Training

The two most common situations in which archers
first do some physical training are dealing with heavier bows and heavier-drawing bows.
Hold That Bow Up Very young archers and those
without much upper body strength often encounter
difficulty holding up a heavy bow
at arm’s length. This is especially
true for compound archers as
those bows are on the heavy side.
To build up arm strength of the
needed kind a common
weightlifting exercise is needed:
side arm raises. With a small
weight in the archer’s hand, the
arm is raised directly to the side
while being held straight. They
go up until your arm is level with
the ground. (And remind them
that archers always keep their shoulders down!) Some
use a can of soup as a hand weight. We recommend a
gallon milk jug because each pint of water you put in

it raises its weight by one
pound. If they have some
dumbbells, well this is what
they were made for. Have them
start with a low weight and do
three sets of ten. When that
becomes really easy, they should
add more weight (how much
depends on the situation, but
rarely is over ten pounds warranted).
Pull, Pull, Pull The muscles used to pull a bow are
not ones that most people have developed, but they
are large enough to handle being stressed and becoming stronger quite quickly. Many archers make the
mistake of adding too much draw weight at one time
and then just try to shoot through the change.
Instead, recommend they do some weight training.
Howard Hill, a famous archer in the 1940s’ and
1950’s screwed a pulley to his garage wall and hung a
weight on a rope, which was fed through the pulley
and to a handle. He increased his strength by pulling
that handle using his archery form. (He got up to 125
pounds on that pulley; he was that strong. But then he
did use an 88-pound longbow to make trick shots at
exhibitions.)
If they don’t have a gym membership with such a
contraption, they can do a number of things. One is
to use a heavier drawing bow to exercise with. This
doesn’t have to be a particularly good bow; many people go on the Internet and get the plans for making
training bows out of plumbing (PVC) pipe. (If you
have such plans and think they might want to make
one, feed the beast!) They can be made in almost any
draw weight. Or they can add a stretch band to their
bow, or one or more stretch
cords. By adding one or more
stretch bands/cords to their bow
they can increase the draw
weight of their bow quite a bit.
The key here is to only go up a
little bit at a time (2-3 pounds) as
it is critical to maintain good
form.
Physical training can be boring so some do it while listening
to music or watching TV; they
just need to pay enough attention to use proper form while doing the exercise
(especially at the start of any exercise).

“Also, please explain to
them that people get
things wrong and more
than a little disinformation is in circulation. This
is why they have to think
through everything for
themselves.”
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Conclusion

And you are going to have to help them find the “fun”
in all of this. Getting better and scoring better is
always “fun” but the process of getting better may not
be, at least not obviously. Consider physical training.
If they need to get stronger, are they willing to do a
little weight lifting? Weight lifting is terribly dull and
not considered “fun” by most people. Being serious
about archery means they will have to do some things
that aren’t fun, but that doesn’t mean you can’t take
pleasure in doing things that are difficult or strenuous.
There is a lot more they will be tackling if they
get serious . . . like the mental game of archery.
Coaches play a role in making sure our students are
not overwhelmed with too much information, too
many drills, too much physical training, etc. Think
about the first Karate Kid movie (wax on, wax off ).
Daniel thought he was learning martial arts but
ended up doing a whole bunch of chores instead. He
was actually doing physical training and form building, but he wasn’t told that. Daniel also came within
a gnat’s eyelash of quitting. The meme involved in the
teaching was the Asian one of the teacher as master;
the student’s job was to obey and not question. We do

not recommend this approach. If a student wants to
know “why,” we explain. We link training tasks to specific outcomes (“This will help you keep your bow
arm up through the shot.” and “This will help you
draw a heavier bow.”). And we start with a little and
add as the student shows an appetite for more.

Want More Coaching How To?
For archers there are all kinds of “how to” books available in print
and on the Internet, but for coaches there is hardly anything.
Even the coach training courses focus on what to teach instead
of how to teach it. So where should coaches go for ideas as to how
to introduce various pieces of archery equipment or new elements of form and execution, especially when those are outside
of their core expertise? There really wasn’t anything available, so
I wrote this book. Steve Ruis
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of
arrows out of bows but on how to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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So What Do
“Serious Archers” Do?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
In the last segment (I’d Like to Get Serious About
Archery . . . I Think in AFm 18-6) we explored what
may be involved in the decision to “get serious” about
archery. But that article didn’t include very many
specifics. Just what would you end up doing if you
were to get serious about archery? Let’s look at this.
What Changes?

If you decide to become serious about archery you
have to do things that will make improvements in
your abilities and figure out how to tell whether you
have made an improvement or not. If you have
attended a competition or two at this point, you have
some indication of how you score, except that you do
not have much information. If you really want to
know whether you are getting better, you need to keep
records. At a bare minimum, you will need to track
both your competition and practice scores on archery
rounds that you shoot very commonly, maybe Indoor
300 Rounds. If you get better as an archer, shouldn’t
your scores go up? Probably, but not always. In any
case, if you don’t have them written down somewhere,
it won’t matter as you won’t be able to remember
enough of them to be able to tell much.
Consequently, you will keep a notebook.
Part of what you will need to do is practice more,
but the practices need to be planned. Just practicing
more, by itself, will make you
better but not a whole lot better.
Consider people driving their
cars. Each of them probably has
many thousands of hours of
“practice,” but are they all experts
at driving because of that? The
evidence clearly says no. Sure,
they can drive their cars but they
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are far from experts. Compare an ordinary car driver
with a race driver. The car driver drives around listening to music, doing work in their heads, rehearsing for
a meeting, planning dinner, etc. If they have someone
else in the car, they often end up talking to them. This
is not practice that will make them a better driver.
Nowc onsider the situation of a race driver. Before
they go out to “practice” they have meetings to establish what they want to find out that day. Maybe there
is something new about the engine, so they want to
drive it slowly for a number of laps, then work up to
maximum speed after they examine the data the car
sends the crew during the laps. Later they may want
to try higher seeped laps. Maybe the driver wants to
work on taking certain turns in a new “slot.” Maybe
they want to see how fast they can get on a long
straightaway without missing the turn at the end of it.
Nothing happens by chance. Everything is planned
out.
You will also have to learn a lot more about your
equipment. You will have to learn how to set it up so
it works best for you. How to troubleshoot things that
go wrong. (If something slips and your bow changes
and you just keep shooting, you are not going to score
well.
And, well, you are going to have to find the “fun”
in all of this. Getting better and scoring better is
always “fun” but the process of
getting better may not be, at least
not obviously. Consider physical
training. If you need to get
stronger, are you willing to do a
little weight lifting? Weight lifting is terribly dull and not considered “fun” by most people.
Being serious about archery

“You will also have to
learn a lot more about
your equipment. You will
have to learn how to set
it up so it works best for
you.”
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means you will have to do some
things that aren’t fun, but that
doesn’t mean you can take pleasure in doing things that are difficult or strenuous.
Keeping a Notebook

“Being serious about
archery means you will
have to do some things
that aren’t fun, but that
doesn’t mean you can
take pleasure in doing
things that are difficult or
strenuous.”

This doesn’t have to be complicated, you can use something as
simple as a spiral-bound notebook. Over time you will figure
out a way to write things down
so that they make sense to you, but you may want to
consult your coach and if there is any good advice it
would be, you are better off writing down too much
than too little.
When you attend a competition, things you could
write down are date, location, name of venue, the
round or rounds shot. All the information from your
score card summaries would be helpful. As you
progress, you will learn how to analyze your scores in
more detail. For example, if you score well at the
beginning but not as well toward the end, maybe you
were getting tired and your fitness needs to be
improved.
Practice Planning

If you don’t have something you want to accomplish,
your practice is unlikely to be effective. Archers and
coaches call this “just flinging arrows.” If you are
going to shoot a practice round for score (as a selftest) today, then that is your plan. If you plan to adjust
things on your bow and then do some drills to
improve your form and execution, then that is your
plan.
Here’s the path to success: write . . . it . . . down.
If you go into a practice with three things you want to
accomplish and at the end of the practice you have
checked off all three, then that is a good practice. If
you keep all of these “practice plans” (actually just
short lists) in your notebook, you can look back at all
you have accomplished and feel good about it. People
who depend entirely on their memory often over
focus on the past couple of weeks and can miss a great
deal of progress that they made in their evaluations of
where there are now.
And if you had a list of three things to accomplish
and only one or two of them got checked off, you have
to ask yourself “why?” If you were socializing or goofing off instead of practicing, well, now you know. If
things were more difficult than you expected or took
Archery Focus

more time than you
expected, well you now
have a start on the
list/plan for your next practice.
Practice planning is not
hard, but it is very valuable.
Educating Yourself about the
Tools of Your Trade

If during a competition, your
arrows start hitting higher than
they were before, do you know what to check?
Learning all of these things from experience alone
can cost you a lot of points, so we recommend you listen to archer’s stories about the difficulties they have
had and then try to understand what was behind
them. The example of arrows hitting high came from
a book. What happened is the screws holding the
archer’s sight to his bow loosened (due to vibrations)
and the whole sight tilted down. Because the sight’s
aperture was lower, the archer had to hold the bow
higher and voila, higher arrows on the target.
If you had to experience all of these possibilities
before you learned to deal with them, it would be a
little like you deciding not to go to school because you
could figure out all of that stuff by yourself. You could
do it, but it would take a great deal more time.
So, listen to the stories about equipment malfunctions, then expend some effort to figure out why
the problem occurred and why it caused the effect it
did. This expenditure of “thinking energy” will enable
you to remember the facts longer and will eventually
enable you to figure things out that you haven’t yet
heard of.
There is also a ton of stuff to learn about equipment setup, tuning, storage, etc. You won’t learn it all
quickly, but you want to prick up your ears when you
hear people talking about those subjects. (Do also
realize that people get things wrong. This is why you
have to think through everything for yourself.)
Physical Training

The two most common situations in which archers
first do some physical training are dealing with heavier bows and heavier-drawing bows.
Hold That Bow Up Very young archers and those
without much upper body strength often encounter
difficulty holding up a heavy bow at arm’s length. This
is especially true for compound archers as those bows
are on the heavy side. To build up arm strength of the
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needed kind a common weightlifting exercise is needed: side arm raises. With a small weight in hand, the
arm is raised directly to the side while being held
straight. You go up until your arm is level with the
ground. (And remember that archers always keep
their shoulders down!) Some recommend a can of
soup as a hand weight. We recommend a gallon milk
jug because each pint of water you put in it raises its
weight by one pound. If you have some dumbbells,
well this is what they were made for. Start with a low
weight and do three sets of ten. When that becomes
really easy, add more weight.
Pull, Pull, Pull The muscles used to pull a bow are
not ones that most people have developed, but they
are large enough to handle being stressed and becoming stronger quite quickly. Many archers make the
mistake of adding too much draw weight at one time
and then just try to shoot through the change.
Instead, consider doing some weight training.
Howard Hill, a famous archer in the 1940’s and
1950’s screwed a pulley to his garage wall and hung a
weight on a rope, which was fed through the pulley
and to a handle. He increased his strength by pulling
that handle using his archery form. (He got up to 125
pounds on that pulley; he was that strong. But then he
did use an 88-pound longbow to make trick shots at

exhibitions.)
If you don’t have a gym membership with such a
contraption, you can do a number of things. One is to
use a heavier drawing bow to exercise with. This doesn’t have to be a particularly good bow; many people go
on the Internet and get the plans for making training
bows out of plastic plumbing (PVC) pipe. You can
make them in almost any draw weight. Or you can
add a stretch band to your bow (some use stretch
cords). By adding one or more stretch bands/cords to
your bow you can increase the draw weight of your
bow quite a bit. The key here is to only go up a little
bit at a time (2-3 pounds) as it is critical to maintain
your good form.
Physical training can be boring so some can do it
while listening to music or watching TV; you just
need to pay enough attention to use proper form
while doing the exercise (especially at the start of any
exercise).
Conclusion

There is a lot more you will be tackling if you get serious . . . like the mental game of archery. Learning stuff
and becoming more knowledgeable about archery and
yourself as an archer (and as a person) can be the
source of the “fun” in serious archery.

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching
Archery (2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginningto-intermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching
Archery (2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery
Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and
3-D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn
how to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom
coping with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope
with their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting
better and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who
have children in archery.
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